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Abstract
The relationship between student gain, as measured by pre and post
achievement test measures, and a teacher evaluation checklist, the
Student Evaluation of College Teaching Behaviors Instrument (SECTB),
was examined in an attempt to validate the eight factors in the
SECTB.

Sixty seven stud.ents in three sections of introductory

psychology were measured. on both instruments.

Results of this study

do not support a relationship between stud.ent gain and the SECTB.
The only significant correlate of gain was a factor measuring nature
of presentation (r = - .468) and. this correlati<;m was found. in only
one section.

In this section there was a surprisingly large number

of significant interfactor correlations

(62%)

in the SECTB.

Only

three of the 45 items discriminated. between high and low gain scores.
The relationship of gain and stud.ent ratings awaits refinements in
measuring both characteristics.
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In the past few years, there has been an increasing interest in
the evaluation of instruction as can read.ily be seen by the voluminous
number of research articles written about this subject.

For example,

Feldman (1973) cited. over 100 articles on stud.ent assessment of
teaching effectiveness.

His references contained information on

college stud.ent's d.escriptions of effective or id.eal teachers, stud.ent's
ratings of college teachers they have had., and. correlates of stud.ent
assessments.

d.eWolf (197.5) produced a 220 item annotated bibliography

of research reported. since 1968 on stud.ent ratings of instruction in
postsecondary institutions.

This 220 item bibliography is arranged.

in alphabetical ord.er, with a series of alphanumeric ind.ices at the
end of each entry d.escribing the various topics covered. by each article.
This alphanumeric system covers 11 major areas and. 31.5 subhead.ing areas,
d.ealing with the various aspects of student evaluation of instructors.
Stud.ents and. faculty have developed a keen interest in the
evaluation of instruction.

Stud.ents have a stake in the quality of

instruction that they receive, and. feel that as consumers of education,
they should. have a voice in it (Costin, Greenough, and. Menges, 1971).
Faculty are interested. in evaluations for reasons of promotion,
tenure, and. salary.

The use of evaluations for these purposes has

led. to criticism of the evaluations on the part of the faculty.

This

critic ism is centered. around. the high d.isagreement and. varying results
among the d.iverse assessment techniques used. for evaluation.
Zelby (1974) indicates that stud.ent evalu::dions of faculty can
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inhibit educational experimentation and development, especially if
the opinions are used in formally determining salaries and promotions.
He also suggests that the indiscriminate use of evaluations may
increase the gap between first and. second rate institutions, his
reasonings being that the latter may use opinionnaires that emphasize
popularity and. mediocrity of education in an attempt to maintain a
high level of enrollment.

Zelby also feels that stud.ent evaluation

of faculty in any form could. permit administrators to shirk their
responsibilities in the evaluation of teaching performance, and. still
offer the opinions as proof that something is being done.
Harari and Zed.eek

(1973) state that current forms of student

evaluations are often ambigious, verbose, disorganized., and. ar-oitrarily
d.eveloped.

Further, they consist of global behavioral measures and

vague trait descriptions, with the result, that the evaluation forms
tend to be unreliable and. susceptible to response biases.
supported. by McGuigan

This is

(1974), who states that there is a lack of sound

methodologies in applying evaluations.

He feels that evaluations are

equated with the administration of casually constructed. opinionnaires,
and that little has been accomplished in the way of a systematic
assessment of instructors and. courses.
Rodewald. and Carroll

(1974) in using a paired - comparison stimuli

in an attempt to scale student attitud.es toward professors concluded
that the, "data warn against the uncritical use of item - rating scales
for evaluation of professional performance.

When stud.ents cannot use
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items on a questionnaire to express their general attitude in a
consistent manner, the add.ition of a rating scale which assigns numbers
to these attitud.es is clearly a matter for concern if these numbers
are given some later mathematical treatment".

This is further

supported. in a review of the literature, by Kulik and. Kulik

(1974),

that conclud.ed. that ratings are influenced. by class size, upper vs.
lower and. elected. vs. required. status of course, and. the discipline
or d.epartment of the course.

Subject matter differences within

departments may also influence course ratings.
Proponents of student evaluations feel that stud.ent ratings could.
provide feed.back to the instructor, norms against which faculty ratings
could. be judged., areas of strength or weakness in teaching areas,
and a source of information for the students to aid. him in selection
of courses (Costin, Greenough, and. Menges,

1971).

However, these

benefits of stud.ent evaluation of instruction can only be realized. to
the extent Jchat the stud.ent evaluations reflect accurate and. valid.
appraisals of classroom instruction received.

In support of the

reliability of stud.ent evaluations, Guthrie (cited in Costin et al

1971)

found. correlations of .87 and.• 89 between student's rankings of the
quality of their teachers from one year to the next.

Guthrie also

discovered. that such judgements were more stable than were faculty
judgements of teaching quality.

Centra

(1973)

reported. only a mod.est

correlation of .21 for the relation between teacher self ratings and.
ratings given by students, and that teachers as a group tend.ed. to give
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themselves higher ratings than students d.id..

Lovell and. Haner (1955)

using a forced. choice rating scale found a correlation of

.89 between

ratings mad.e two weeks apart,
Concerning research productivity and. stud.ent evaluations, Siebring
and. Schaff (1974) stated in their review of the literature that most
investigators conclude that stud.ent ratings provid.e valuable information
if used wisely, but that results of investigations on the effect of
instructor research prod.uctivity on teaching effectiveness are
inconclusive.

Aleamont and Yimer (1973) found that colleague and stud.ent

ratings were not significantly related. to instructor's research
productivity.

They d.id find. that colleague ratings were significantly

related to acad.emic rank, which they feel gives some indication that
the reputation of the instructors could. be influencing colleague
ratings,

However, Maslow and Zimmerman (1956) found. mod.erate relations

in comparisons of stud.ent ratings of instruction, research prod.uctivity,
and. faculty (peer) ratings.
A review of the literature has revealed. several methods of
evaluating instruction.

McKeachie and Solomon (1958) suggest that

arousal of stud.ent interest in a field of study may be a useful
criterion for measuring teaching effectiveness.

They repor-:ed that

there was a significant relationship between stud.ent 's rati::..gs of a
psychology instructors teaching ability and. the d.ecision to :,ake a
further course in psychology in two out of five instances.

Rodin and

Rod.in (1972) stated. that there are two ways to evaluate teaching
through the med.uim of students:

(1) the subjective criteria!: of
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teacher effectiveness based. on stud.ent evaluations of their teachers,
and (2) the objective criterion based. on what stud.ents have learned.,
ie student gain.

When final grad.e is used. as the objective criterion,

approximately half of the stud.ies (Costin, Greenough, and. Menges, 1971)
showed. positive correlations between grades and. student evaluations,
while the rest show negative or no correlations between the two.

Kulik

and. Kulik (1971.J-) concluded. that the most striking thing about the
stud.ies that related. stud.ent achievement to stud.ent ratings was the
inconsistency of the results.

They also concluded. that overall, there

was a slight tendency for students of highly rated teachers to outscore
students of low rated. teachers on final examinations.

When a more

precise measure has been used., such as scores on an achievement test,
positive correlations have usually been reported (Marsh, Burgess, and.
Smith,
of

-.75

1956).

Rodin and. Rodin

(1972),

however, found a correlation

between the rating of overall performance and. final grade.

Their conclusion was that stud.ents are unable to judge teaching
effectiveness if the latter is measured. by how much they have learned.•
This conclusion was challenged. by Gessner

(1973),

who found. correlations

of .77 for performance on national normative exams and. the student
ratings of the content and. organization of course instruction, and

.69

for exam performance and. the presentation of course instruction.

Frey ( cited in Sullivan

1974)

found. positive correlations of . 95

between instructor's rating and stud.ent's examination performance for
two ma.thematics courses.

Sullivan and. Skanes

(1974)

found. out of ten
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subject areas, where a correlation was mad.e between instructor rating
and final examination achievement, that nine were positive, and eight
of those were above • 32.

Their conclusion was that there was a mod.est,

but significant relationship between stud.ent evaluation of instruction
and. stud.ent achievement.
When the ratings of students in a given class were rand.omly paired.,
correlations ranging from .77 to .94 were reported by Guthrie (cited
in Costin et al 1971) and. Maslow and. Zimmerman (1956).

The mean odd

item ratings on a forced. choice instrument were found. by Lovell and
Haner (1955) to be correlated.• 79 with the mean even item ratings.
Costin et al (1971) states, " •••. it would. appear then, that students
can rate classroom instruction with a reasonable degree of reliability"
(p. 513).

He further states, " •••• students are at least partially

capable of d.istinguishing certain qualities of instruction which
increase their knowledge or motivation" (p. 514).
McGuigan ( 1974) and. Greenwood., Bridges, Ware, and. Mclean ( 1973)
stress the need. for more empirically d.eveloped forms of teacher
evaluation than are currently in use.
what he terms the G statistic.

McGuigan (1974) has developed

The G statistic is a ratio between

gain to possible gain, and therefore an ind.ex of amount learned
relative to possible amount of learning.

It therefore goes beyond a

simple gain score, by eliminating the problem of artifical restriction
of amount learned. for students with a high pre test score.
manner, he uses amount learned. as a basis for evaluation.

In this
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Accord.ing to a review by Kulik and Kulik (1974), the earliest
factor a.11alysis of student ratings were done on the Purdue Rating
Scale.

In three studies cited by Kulik and. Kulik (1974) investigators

found, in independent analysis, two factors in the ten items.

The

first factor reflected instructor competence, and. the second factor
suggested instructor empathy and. rapport with stud.ents.

They mention

that these two factors emerge as two major d.imensions in more recent
factor analysis of stud.ent ratings, where more sophisticated. methods
and large item pools were used..

Costin et al (1971) in a review of

student rating of college instruction reported. that Deshpand.e, Webb,
and Marks derived. 14 d.imensions of teaching behavior, through factor
analysis, representing 147 behavioral items.
Greenwood. et al (1973) has developed. the Stud.ent Evaluation of
College Teaching Behaviors Instrument (SECTB).

The SECTB is an eight

factor evaluation instrument that d.eals with specific observable
behaviors of the instructor, and permits the stud.ents to rate only
those items which they consid.er relevant.

The SECTB was developed. by

sampling stud.ents, faculty, and. academic administration at a large
southern state university.

Respondents d.escribed. six characteristics

of the best and. worst college instructor they have known.

The

responses were content analyzed into catagories of characteristics.
Behavioral statements were generated that represented each catagory
of characteristics.

The

134

statements were submitted to

76

classes

and their instructors, where they were asked. to indicate those
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statements which were characteristic behaviors of either good or bad.
college instruction.

The

85

surviving items were examined. for

behavioral specificty and. modified. ·if found lacking.

The mod.ified

items were submitted. to a sample of 425 students and. to the entire
teaching faculty of 1529.

Subjects rated. each item on a seven point

scale according to whether it was related. to bad. college teaching,
good college teaching, or unrelated. to either good. or bad. college
teaching.

Results were analyzed. separately for stud.ents and. faculty.

Means and standard. d.eviations were calculated for each of the items.
An interval was formed. by add.ing and subtracting one standard. d.eviation
from the item mean.

If the resulting interval includ.ed. O, the item

was classified. as neutral.

Using this criterion, 20 items were rejected.

Any item having a standard. deviation greater than 1.24 was eliminated.
for having too much variability.

Five items were eliminated in this

manner, leaving a final set of 60 items.

The 60 items were factor

analyzed., using a principal axis solution and. then rotated. to the
varimax criterion for both stud.ents and. faculty.

The sample was then

combined. and. analyzed. using the same procedure as for the separate
analysis.

The authors stated, that using a standard. factor analysis

criterion, eight factors were id.entified.:

(1) facilitation of learning,

(2) obsolescence of presentation, (3) commitment to teaching, (4)
evaluation, (5) voice communication, (6) openness, (?) currency of
knowledge, and. (8) rapport.
In light of the d.evelopment of Greenwood's SECTB and McGuigan' s
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G factor this study is d.esigned to examine the relationship of the

SECTB to actual student gain, in an attempt to validate the eight
factors in the SECTB.
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Method
Subjects
The subjects were 67 und.ergraduate stud.ents (26 male, 41 female)
at Eastern Illinois University, enrolled. in a swnmer semester introductory
psychology class,

The subjects were divid.ed. into three sections und.er

two instructors, section one (29 §_s) und.er instructor A, section two
(15 §_s) and. section three (23 §_s) und.er instructor B.

12 of the

subjects had. a prior psychology class in high school,

Due to reasons

of non attendance and. dropping of the class, four subjects were lost
in section one, three in section two, and. eleven in section three,
giving a final total of 49 .§.s.

Seven subjects were tested. after the

regular post test date due to non attendance on testing day.
section met for a 50 minute period., five days a week.

Each

Section one met

at 11:10 A. M., section two at 12:30 P. M., and. section three at
1:40 P. M••
Procedure
The objective tests used. as pre and. post measures (see appendix)
were administered. at the beginning of the semester during the first
full week of school, and. again at the close of the semester, d.uring
the final week of classes before final examinations.

The SECTB was

presented. the same day, following the post test, during the final week
of classes (see table two).

Students identified. themselves on the

SECTB form with the assurance that the ratings would not be exposed
by name to their instructor.
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Students were given the following instructions concerning the pre
test.

0

This is a pre test for introd.uctory psychology.

It is being

administered. to d.etermine the extent of your knowledge in the areas
covered. in introductory psychology.
tests, but d.o the best that you can.

You are not being graded on these
If you have had. any previous

psychology courses in high school, please indicate so at the top of
the answer sheet."
Instructions for the post test were the following.
post test.

"This is a

It is being administered. to d.etermine how much you have

gained in this class.
the best that you can."

You are not being grad.ed. on this exam, but d.o
Instructions for the SECTB were, "This is the

Stud.ent Evaluation of College Teaching Behaviors Instrument.

It

contains specific behavioral items relating to your instructor.
statement applies to your instructor, check it.

If the statement

does not apply to your instructor, leave it blank.
and. section number at the top of the SECTB form.

If the

Write your name
Your instructor will

not see these evaluations, and. your answers will in no way affect
your grade."
Results of pre and. post test measures were examined, and. a gain
score was established. for each student using McGuigan's G statistic
(McGuigan

1974). The G statistic being computed as follows:

where

T1 =pretest score
T2 = post test score
r = possible score
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For purposes of this study, repeated items over factors on the
SECTB were excluded. where they had. a low factor load.ing, and. retained.
where they had a high factor loading,
of six items from the original form,

This resulted. in the d.eletion
Items d.eleted were; presented.

irrelevant material during lectures (factor three), tested primarily
for isolated. and/or obscure d.etails (factor four), stated course
objectives (factor four), established. and. kept office hours for
ind.ivid.ual conferences (factor four), would. not d.eal with questions
covering material beyond. text (factor seven), and. listened to stud.ent' s
problems (factor eight),

This deletion of repeated items served. to

simplify the statistical analysis of item correlation to gain,
The pre and. post test instrument is a 45 item test, prepared for
evaluating large group instruction at Eastern Illinois University,
Items were selected from a publishers pool (Morgan and. King 1971), with
questions from chapters covering the areas of d.evelopment, learning,
motivation, statistics, and. psychopathology (see append.ix for specific
questions),
For purposes of multiple regressional analysis, data from sections
two and. three were combined., due to the low number of subjects in these
sections,

Biomedical (BMD02R) stepwise regression program was used. for

multiple regressional analysis (Dixon 1974).
Item analysis was accomplished. by using a point biserial r with
the following formula;
where

r p b 1. = Mp
- - Mt
dt

Mp = mean gain for those checking
P - propor~ion of checks
propor~ion of non checks
Mt = mean for all gain scores
~
..standard
deviation
for
gain
score::
=
ilt
.
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Results
Analysis of data revealed only one significant correlation
between gain and factors in the combined. sections two and. three
r(23) = -.468,

R <: .05.

This correlation was between gain and. factor

two (obsolescence of presentation).

No significant correlations between

gain and. factors were d.iscovered in section one (see table one).
Multiple regression analysis using the BMD02R stepwise regression
program revealed only one factor (factor two, combined. sections two
and. three) that contributed. significantly to the overall correlation
of factors with gain; other factor to gain correlations being too low
to contribute significantly to the multiple regression.
Item analysis revealed. two significant correlations between items
and gain in section one.

Item one in factor four (told students what

was expected. of them) r(24) = -.53,

R<::: .05 and. item five in factor

seven (presented material as an extension of the text) r(24) = .44,

R <: .os.

One significant correlation was found. in section two, item

three, factor two (presented. obsolete material) r(11) = -.56,

R<: .05.

No significant correlations between items and gain were fou..nd in
section three (see table two for complete item analysis).
Approximately sixty percent of the inter-factor correlations in
the combined. sections two and three were significant at the .05 level,
with five of these correlations significant at the .01 level.
Approximately twenty one percent of the factor intercorrela:tions were
significant at the .05 level in section one, with two of these being
significant at the .01 level (refer to table one).
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TABLE 1

CORRELATION MATRIX
SECTION I
FACTOR
VARIABLE

NUMBER

( GAIN)

(1)

1

2

1.000

1
2

0.205
1.000

3

4
~
_./

(2)
3

(4)
5

(3)
4

-0.314
0.124
-0.379 -0.207
1.000
0.310
1.000

-0.077
0.358
0.156
-0.015
1.000

6
7
8

9

(5)
6

(6)
7

(7)
8

(8)
9

0.210 -0.108
0.317
0.244
0.112
0.196
o.419* 0,393*
0.040 -0.225 -0.285 -0.242
-0.080 -0.344 -0.064 -0.286
o.616** 0.046
0.370
0.215
o.460* 0.004
1.000
0.240
1.000
0.553** 0.279
1. 000
O.403*
1.000

SECTIONS II AND III
1
2
3
4

1.000

5
6
7
8

9

*

Pc::: ,05

**P <' .01

-0.078
1.000

-0.468* 0.031 -0.044
0,288
0.011 -0.017
0.013
-0.254
o,497* 0.531* o.655** o,432* o.864** 0.512*
1.000 -0.165 -0.058 -0,319 -0.264 -0.248 -0.482*
1.000
0.331
o,527** 0.119 0.565** o.470*
1.000
o.486* 0.334
0.516** o.479*
1.000
0.192
o,491* o,437*
1.000
0,436* 0.210
1.000
o.472*
1.000
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TABLE 2
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN ITE~S AND GAIN
FACTOR I - FACJLITATION OF LEARNING
Sec. I

ITEM

Gave organized answers to complicated q_uestions
in class
I 2 Permitted students to express opinions which
differed from his/her own
1 3 Encouraged students to ask q_uestions
I 4 Dealt with student difficulties before they
arose
Utilized background of students to aid in class
activities
I 6 Encouraged class d.iscussions
I~ Explained the reasons for his/her criticisms
I( Delivered orderly, logical presentations of the
8 material

Sec. II

Sec. III

.02

-.JO

.08
.01

-.20

.05

.40

-.0_5

.20

.16

.24

.22

.JS

.12

. 38

.20

.01

.16

.lj

0

0

0

-.22
0

.01

.40
,

-

FACTOR II - OBSOLESCENCE OF PRESENTATION

I3
I4
I~
16
17
I8
I9

Would not deal with q_uestions covering material
beyond text
0
Tested primarily for isolated and/or obscure
details
0
Presented. obsolete material
0
Frequently read aloud from the textbook
0
Presented. facts without relating them to one
another
-. 32
Class presentations were primarily reiterates
of textbook
.os
Read extensively from his/her lecture notes
0
Lacked knowledge of subject being presented
0
Presented irrelevant material d.uring lectures
-.04

-.34

-.56*
0

-.10
0
0

0

-.0_5

.54

-.20

-.40
0
0

0
0
0

0

0

FACTOR III - COMMITMENT TO TEACHING
Missed class often due to non-teaching
responsibilities
I 2 Permitted students to disrupt classroom
activities
I 1 Spoke with poise
r- Remained lnrruffled by student's q_uestions
I~ Complained about his/her teaching assignment
IJ Was late to class
Came to appointments on time
7

r6

0

-.08
• 32

-.03
.14

-.07

.04

-.16

.13

-.18
.02

.14

.os

0
0

0
0

.14

.07
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TABLE 2--Continued
Sec, I

ITEM

Sec, II

Sec, III

FACTOR D1 - EVALUATION
I 1 Told s~udents what was expected of them
I 2 Explained how grad.ing was done
1 3 Provided feedback on stud.ent work promptly
14 Gave tests which could be completed. within the
allot-:-ed time
I c: Gave clear, reasonable assignments
I-' Informed stud.ents of reports, term papers at
6
the beginning of the course
I 7 Stated. basis by which grad.es were determined.
I 8 Announced. exams in advance

-,53*

.23

0

0
0

-,09

-.2.5

-.06
-.22
-,07

0

0

.18

.08

.22

-.06

,08

.06
-.23

.25
0

0
0

0

FACTOR V - VOICE COMMUNICATION
I1
I.,_
I2

3

Changed pitch, volume or quality of speech
Could be heard. in all parts of the classroom
Spoke distinctly

.10
.23

..03

. 02

.21

-,13

.28

-.08

.06

-.18

-.19

-.20

.07

.23

.27
.14
,27
.44*
,19

.16

,06
0
0

-

(

FACTOR VI - OPENNESS
I1
I2
IJ

Listened. to stud.ent's problems
Admitted being wrong when shown he/she was in
error
Laughed at his/her own mistakes

.14

, C:
-

• -_..1

FACTOR VII - CURRENCY OF KNOWLEDGE
Dealt with questions covering material beyond
text
Introduced. new id.eas and/or research findings
in class
I~ Gave references to current publications
IJ Presented material as an extension of the text
I~ Asked challenging and/or probing questions
Stated course objectives

rt

1 ')

• J...)

.19
.10

-.C7

.-

~

-.21

FACTOR VIII - RAPPORT
I 1 Ridicaled stud.ents in front of class
-,07
I 2 Stude:1.ts could und.erstand. professor's
voca1Y.1lary
.06
I 3 Students could und.erstand class presentation
-.01
I, Ignored student questions
0
I~_, Established and kept office hours for ind.ividu&l
conf,;:;:rences

0

.31
.22
0

0

·-~

1 C'.

-

"
- • ~: u
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TABLE 2--Continued
Sec. I I

Sec. III

0

0

0

.20

-.14

.13

-.54

.05
-.25

Sec. I

ll'~M

In.sis-:ed that his/her opinions were the only
correct ones
I,.., Permitted students to complete thought
(
processes
1 8 Evaluated each student as an ind.ividual

I,:

*P <

.o_:;
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Discussion
Results of this study do not support a relationship between
studer.c gain, as measured by McGuigan's G factor (McGuigan 1974),
and the SECTB.

The failure of the multiple regression analysis to

yield :r:tore than one significant correlation between gain and factors
ir. the SECTB ind.icates that the combination of factors in the SECTB
are no:. good predictors of gain.

These results closely ally themselves

with irwestigators who conclud.e that stud.ies that relate student
ratings of evaluation and. gain are inconsistent (Costin, Greenough,
and Vienges, 1971, Kulik and. Kulik 1974).

Previous stud.ies have

yielded positive correlations (Morsh, Burgess, and. Smith 1956, Gessner

1973, Frey 1973, Sullivan and. Skanes 1974), negative correlations
(Rodb and Rodin 1972, Bend.ig 1953 b) and no correlations (Bendig

19.53 a) between student achievement and stud.ent ratings.
Ihe lack of significant results in this study would. appear to
ind.icate that if, as McGuigan argues (McGuigan 1974) that stud.ent gain,
as neas Jred by the G statistic, is a valid. measure of teacher
1

effec-:iveness, then the SECTB, when measured against it, is not a
valid instrument for the measure of teacher effectiveness.

Also, the

relatively large number (sixty percent) of significant correlations
betweec: factors on the SECTB in the combined sections two and three,
would c:rgue against the division of the evaluation into eight factors.
The high agreement between factor one and factors three through eight
(correlations ranging from .432 to ,864) would ind.icate that the SECTB
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in the case of this instructor could be limited to only two factors,
fac~or one (facilitation of learning) and factor two (obsolescence of
presen-:ation).

Factor two was negatively correlated with the other

seven :actors with correlations ranging from -.058 to -.482.

However,

in section one there were relatively few (approximately twenty one
perc,::nt) correlations between factors.

Further, the correlations

between factor two and the remaining seven factors ranged from -,379
to ,310.

In the case of this instructor, the SECTB would appear to

have some validation for the use of factors.

These results should

be viewed with caution, due to the small number of subjects used and
the fact that the study only involved two instructors.
Results of this study support Rodin and Rod.in's (1972) conclusion
that stc1dents are unable to judge teaching effectiveness if the latter
is measured by how much they have learned,

Previous stud.ies do imply,

ho1'e\-er, that student evaluations do validly measure stud.ent opinion
(Gutri.rie 1949: Costin et al 1971: Ballard, Rea.rd.en, and. Nelson 1975),
regardless of any relationship to other measures.
E wo'J.ld appear, that before further research ca!'! be o.one relsting

stude~: gain to teacher evaluations, that the inconsistencies in the
relation of gain to teacher effectiveness and the relation of tescher
evaLiations to teacher effectiveness must be resolved.

SL1dent

evaL:.ations of instruction are now in use in many ins ti tut ions, but
care ::eeds to be taken in their d.evelopment, applic2::ion, sr:d use of
rescl ts (Rodewald and Carroll 1974, Zelby 1974, McG·;.igan 1974, Harari
and :edeck 1973, Siebring and. Schaff 1974),
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APPENDIX:

PRE MID POST TEST INSTRU1·1Er'::'

Psychology is defined as:
S·.·c1dy of the br&in
S·:::..;.ct:: of the mind

3.
4.

2.
2.

J.

test of a hypothesis lies in its:
Cor.llTlon-sense appeal
3.
Precision
4.

St·c.1dy of r:..san 2.nd anim2,l
behavior
Study of abnorm&l behavior
Descriptive power
Predictive power

vhich of the following would be exposed to 2. spec:1al treatment or
event?
Control group
3. Encounter group
4. Dependent group
2. Experimental group
5. Independent group

4. Knowing or understanding something about people
-·
,:_,

.
'

J.

4.
:,

m&..kes
i'le&ns
means
means

you
yoil
you
you

a lay psychologist
are aware and perceptive in interpe:!'.:'son2..l relationships
will make a good grad.e in this course
should be a psychologist

W~ich of the following is true concerning &nim&ls and psychology?
-• Animal behavior is solely the province of zoologists.
2. Animals do not have minds and therefore are of little releva.nce
-:o psychology.
J. Many of the same behavioral principles underlie o.nimal and
h'.lITlan beh&vior.
~.

Ar-.. imal bef'ia.:v'"ior is governed by the same la"s c...s h:Z.an ber. .c... \"ior;

therefore we do not need. to experiment on hw:1.ans.
G,
'
J.. •

2.

'.

..I.

I,
...,,

7.

term "development" refers to:
processes characterized by an increase in siz:::
processes characterized by continuous sequential changes
the elaboration and learning of complex mo-:.o:r t2.sk:::
increases in body size as one grows older

Wr,icb of the following most accurately describes :he co·..:rse o::
t·.1...rr1an development?
1. Each individual displays a unique pattern of development
,:., • I-'.: is totally unlike the development of ot.r,e:: s.nir:-.2.::..s
J. The sequence of development differs from c..::.l "~ ze to cult '..i.re
..,,, I-':- follows an identifiable, orderly sequence
• T'::ere is no such thing as an orderly pa. .. tee o:: ds·.·slopmen t

2J

._,.
x

:::ri tiC,i.l perioa..:_: of life h2..ve to do witL
developin[ ability to do things well
practicin; 3kills to gain perfection
-~,1r~_t, order in ths family
:_.,.
learning whe!, the time is ripe
Accorcic1t=: to research, growth:
-• is less importa::-:t in understanding childre:: than ma1.uration.
~. pla::;s very little role in how the child sees himself,
), proceeds i., definite stages although children may viidely vary,
~. proceeds in indefinite stages and hs..s little effect on the child,

10.

v::-.icr.

of the following is most closel v connected to changes in
·::.,e'.-,avior due to physical growth:
_, Imprinting
J. Development
2 • N·n-t ure
4. Maturation
Learning
"We te:-id to respond to stimuli that resemble those we have been
co:15i--ioned to", This is an informal way of describin~:
_. discrimination in classical cond.itioning.
2. spontaneous recovery in classical cond.i tioning.
J. stimulus generalization in classical cond.i tioning •
..,., stimulus s&tiation in classical conditio:dnb,

12.

In cl&ssical conditioning CR means?

~--·
;

?

.,,.

-.

~J.

Classical response
Common Response
Classical reinforcement
Conditioned response
Conditioned reinforcement

Discrimination is most nearly the opposite of:
spontaneous recovery
J, stim'-lL:s ger.:.er&liza::,ior.
?
extinction
4,
second::.ry reinforcemer.t
-

.

14.

?sycr-:ologists define learning &s:
_, the processing of stimulus input
_, s. change in performance as a result of experience
J'
identical with memorization
'--, reduction of cognitive d.issonance

1 ~.

~~e

_,

definition of learning implies:
c:-.ange in -behavior
3.

4.
~

/

1. C •

,'..ll lec:.rning implies:
:?::·e-_&ining
co··:di tionint;

experie:,ce
all o,- -,,c

CJ-·f;;-:
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17,

Po~i~ive transfer of training
.c,
applied onl:r to motor-skill learning,
occ':2:'S if previous learning f2..cilitates new learning,
occ: :_rrs only in operant conditioning,
oc:c.1r::.: o::-il:; in classical conditioning.

13.
2.

19,

crowding of trials or practice sessions close together is called
distriouted pr2..ctice
3, massed practice
v,hole learning
4, Gestalt learning

A :per:.;o:-' tries to drive an automobile in England after learning to

drive ir the Uni-:ed States,

In England the cars steering wheel is
or the right, now on the left as in the United States, The person
-.::: ies 1,0 shift gears and finds that he has turned on the turn
s i,;::12..l. This ma::,· be an example of:
~• positive transfer
3, negative transfer
2. generalization
4, reversal shift

20.

I,-_cidental learning is considered to have taken place when
_ , : i=::vera.l incidents are d.escri bed to a subject and he remembers them.
2. s.1bjects are confused. and. give attention to the wrong aspect
of a stimulus situation.
,, learning takes place with no attention being paid. to the materid
bein.; lehl'ned,
4, critical incid.ents provide the stimuli for learning,

21.

Deprivc:..tion refers to:
.:. , a lack of something or being blocked. in attainment,
2. forcing one's id.eas upon others,
r-1ent2.,l sta_rvation,
'-r,
learr:ing,
O:.'.: of Freud's o·J.tstanding contributions to psychology was his

.s:-.:p:1a::is on the powerful role of
er,o-integrative motives
c:,
U?1conscio,.1s motives

3,

4.

cultural influences and imp2..c~
on personality Qevelop~er~
achievement motives

r.o":.i"'ta.t.ion occuring when several id.eas are out of harmo!ly "Ki".:h
e:::..cl-:. other is known as:
G,

24.

-=:.e

cognitive dissonance
negative goal reduction

3.
4.

cognitive enhancement
dissonant id.eatioc1

"term for the tend.ency of the body to maintain a balance ar.iong
:.:_ ~ er:-:a:i. psysiologicc.l cond.itior:s is:
homodc.si t:;
3, homeostasis
s-~& tictisity
4, physiostasis

2.5

25. Mo~ives are:
1.
2.

d.irectly observed
inferred. from behavior

3.
4.

ind.epend.ent of behavior
unlearned.; drives are learned

26.

The tend.ency to respond. positively or negatively to certain persons,
objects, or situations is called a/an
1. goal-d.irected. tend.ency
3. attitud.e
2. secondary emotion
4. ambient valence

27.

Which of the following is the relationship between frustration and.
conflict?
1. Conflict causes frustration
3. Conflict and. frustration are
not related.
2. Frustration causes conflict
4. The terms are synonomous

28.

"Lie detectors" detect which of the following most directly?
1. fear
3. anxiety
2. guilt
4. autonomic changes

29. To be classed. as a conflict, the simultaneous arousal of two or
more incompatible motives result in
1. vacillation
2. a situation to which there is no solution
3. d.efense mechanisms
4. unpleasant emotions

30. The condition that exists when a goal-response suffers interference is:
1. Aggression
3. Displacement
2.

31.

Inhibition

Frustration

A rough indication of the degree of correlation can be obtained by

plotting a/an
1. frequency polygon
2. scattergram

32.

4.

3. inferential diagram
4. frequency histogram

Values on the vertical axis (ordinate) of a histogram are most
often associated. with
1. the number of observations or relative frequency
2. class intervals of the ind.epend.ent variable
3. the correlation of the d.epend.ent and. ind.epend.ent variables
4. the accuracy of the measuring technique

33. The Normal Curve indicates
1.
2.

no correlations
positive correlations

3. abnormal behavior
4.

relative stand.ing within a
group
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34.

3.5.

John received. the following scores:
math 84 percentile
science .50 percentile
read.ing O stand.a.rd. d.evia tion
English -1 stand.a.rd. d.eviation
In which subject did he do best?
1. Math
3.
2. Science
4.

Reading
English

A histogram is

1.
2.

a measure of central tend.ency
a bar graph

3.
4.

a measure of variation
a broken line graph

36. Used. in mod.eration, defense mechanisms:
1.
2.

are harmful
lead to neurosis

3. help to red.uce tension
4. increase anxiety
.5.

37. Defense mechanisms are not:
1.
2.

38.

mental processes
attempts to relive anxiety

help to d.ecrease fear

3. a form of self-deception
4. conscious

The underlying and. fund.a.mental d.ynamic force in psychoanalytic
theory is
1. unconscious motivation
2. defensive drive
3. superiority drive
4. conflict between the oral and anal stages of development

39. An individual who explains his behavior in such a way as to assign

a socially approved motive to it is employing the defense mechanism
known as:
1. repression
3. projection
2. reaction formation
4. rationalization

40.

Defense mechanisms
1, are voluntary, and a person is aware that he is using them.
2. function to protect the self-concept.
3. are damaging, because the person is d.eliberately lying to
himself about his feelings.
4. prod.uce feelings of isolation.

41.

Mr. Z sees snakes climbing all over the walls and floor. This is a(n)
1. d.elusion
3. conflict
2. hallucination
4. d.efense mechanisn
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42.

The most frequently occurring psychosis is the
1. affective reaction
3. schizophrenic reaction
2. paranoid. reaction
4. involutional reaction

43.

Behavior disord.ers:
1. are usually the result of a specific traumatic event.
2. have natural and. understandable origins.
3. begin by using appropriate d.efense mechanisms.
4. are organic in origin.

44. Whether a person will or will not develop the symptoms of abnormal
behavior d.epends chiefly on
1. the kinds of frustrations
2. the kinds of conflicts he
3. individual d.ifferences in
4. individ.ual differences in

he encounters.
experiences.
use of defense mechanisms.
tolerance for stress.

45. A mental illness arising from a gunshot wound in the head. would be
characterized as a(n)
1. organic disorder
2. psychoneurosis
3. functional disorder
4. severe psychogenic disorder

